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Foster City, CA -- Monday, April 16, 2012 -- The GridGain ecosystem around 

real time big data processing expands this week with greater support for 

Windows based infrastructure and cloud platforms.

GridGain Systems, makers of widely adopted open source software used to build 

smarter and faster data processing systems within finance, retail, healthcare, 

telecommunications, government and other markets, has expanded its 

ecosystem this week to natively support customers and services written for 

Microsoft Windows-based data centers and Microsoft’s Azure cloud hosting 

platform. GridGain Systems’ Java based open source middleware platform allows 

companies to perform real time processing and analytics on live big data.

GridGain, an innovative technology company founded in 2005 and funded by 

RTP Ventures, has quickly built a strong following in the Java and Scala 

developer communities, and already offers Java and Android language clients. 

The company’s latest release enables .NET developers to further integrate 

GridGain technology directly into their .NET applications and Windows based 

services. In coming months, support for iOS (Objective-C), Ruby, PHP, Python, 

and Node.js will be available as well, further expanding GridGain’s reach deep 

into web and mobile app development.

Recently named one of this year’s 20 Coolest Cloud Platform and Development 

Vendors among a field including RedHat, Cloudera and GigaSpaces, GridGain 

provides a uniquely robust and integrated compute and in-memory data grid 



technology. GridGain helps its customers easily utilize any amount of processing 

power, from one to thousands of servers hosted on virtually any private or public 

cloud platform such as Rackspace OpenStack, Amazon EC2 and Microsoft 

Azure.

GridGain is open source and available in a free Community Edition (GPLv3), an 

OEM Edition, and a commercial Enterprise Edition which includes tools for 

management and monitoring, simplified cloud deployment, and an advanced 

security infrastructure, in addition to maintenance, certification, training, support 

indemnification and escrow services.

About GridGain Systems

GridGain Systems’ Java based open source middleware platform allows 

companies to harness live, big data for smarter, faster real time processing and 

analytics. Every 10 seconds, an installation of GridGain is started somewhere 

around the globe. Our customers include innovative web and mobile businesses, 

leading Fortune 500 companies, and top government agencies. GridGain is 

headquartered in Foster City, California. Learn more at http://www.gridgain.com 

and follow the company on Twitter @gridgain.
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Note to editors: GridGain and GridGain Systems are trademarks of GridGain 

Systems.  All other company, organization, product or alliance names mentioned 

herein remain the property of their respective owners.
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